
Unlike most other sports, athletics is a very

flexible sport so that children begin to run after not

missing key skills that are built with age, because

most of the athletic events for children what is

natural (such as running, jumping and throwing ).

Age, maturity of the child and their ability to

follow the guidelines set events that are appro-

priate for them. For example, running the hurdles,

long racetrack and some athletic events are not

recommended for small children, but it certainly

should participate in races such as 60 and 100

meters, high jump and long jump.

Most primary and secondary schools as well as

many special schools for the education of deaf

children in Serbia have their own athletic clubs,

organized in the teaching of physical education

and competing in a variety of school and other

amateur competitions (city, regional and repu-

blican). It is normal that for them there is less

interest than football clubs, but the obligation of

teachers to animate children and athletic sports.

Always has to be taken into account that the child

participates in competitions mainly for fun and to

focus primarily on these events was a party to the

victory.

It is not easy to determine the “right” time for

the child when they need to get involved in

organized sports events. In children, except the

ability to concentrate, the level of maturity and

strength varies at different ages and there is no

concrete way to determine whether the child is

ready for the physical effort you need to have on

competition. Today, children are more interested in

television, computer and video igarice and parents

themselves are often afraid to let their children on

the street. Children today are simply uninterested

in physical activity.

Regardless of the cause of why children

participate in physical activities, we can consider

the results of research over the last few years,
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Regular physical activity and physical fitness is especially important to maintain

health and well-being of people of all ages. Research clearly shows that almost all

individuals, including those with disabilities, have better health if they have regular

physical activity.The study (Longmuir, Bar-Or, 2000) estimates the level of physical

activity of young people with disabilities, people with impaired hearing had the highest

level of physical activity in relation to other persons with disabilities. This is primarily

because they have been in school for deaf children and youth provided by the school

and extracurricular physical activity program. To achieve the goal of physical health

activities of the nation, there is a need to improve physical activity levels of deaf

persons who are outside the school grounds of physical education and competitive

sports. To promote different ways of life, physical activity imoguænosti, including

acceptance of the concept of “active life”, a way of life that integrates physical activity

into daily routines, and should become a priority health objective.
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Hellmich, 1997. in the magazine USA Today, 1

July 1997., found that only 22% of children are

physically active every day, they 49% are

moderately vigorously active, and only 34% of

them attend classes of Physical Education in their

schools, while nearly 23% of children do not have

these classes, for various reasons (health, indiff-

erence, or without reason). He found that almost

54% of children aged 6-11 years are obese, and

obesity rates are now more and more increases.

Also found that physical activity is an integral part

of the learning process in schools at all levels, and

that disabled children or children who are not

engaged in sports had a low opinion of yourself,
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Tabela 1. Standard for girls 

 

 9 10 11 12 13 14 

60m 9,50 9,00 8,75 - - - 

100m 15,55 14,45 13,71 13,30 12,96 12,95 

Long jamp 3,55 4,03 4,28 4,61 4,95 5,20 

High jamp 1,11 1,28 1,36 1,45 1,49 1,54 

Shot put 5,71 7,46 9,32 9,11 10,34 10,90 

 

                              
Tabela 2. Standard for boys 

 

 9 10 11 12 13 14 

60m 9,40 8,80 8,65 - - - 

100m 15,00 14,16 13,77 13,31 12,33 11,80 

Long jamp 3,64 3,99 4,24 4,58 5,30 5,86 

High jamp 1,18 1,30 1,39 1,49 1,60 1,69 

Shot put 6,77 8,15 9,75 10,00 12,19 12,14 

The tables are taken from: British Columbia Junior Developmen 

t Awards Criteria (BC Athletics) 

 
Table 3. 

                                                          100 m  boys                                                60 m girls   

2005  2006  2008  2010   2005  2006  2008  2010  

12,40  13,57  12,6  12,6   9,00  9,30  9,9  9,00  

13,10  14,28 13,80 13,20  9,24 9,63 10,00 9,56 

13,50 15,01 14,30 14,30  9,27 9,69 10,10 9,76 

13,96 15,16 14,60 14,90  9,50 9,71 10,20 10,57 

13,96 15,32 14,80 15,80  11,29 9,84 10,30 11,12 

15,19 16,79 14,90 16,90  - 9,95 10,40 12,69 

15,30 17,17 15,10 17,00  - 10,24 10,40 12,69 

13,91 15,32 14,30 15,27 AS 9,66 9,76 10,18 10,81 

2,90 3,60 2,50 4,90 SD 2,29 0,94 0,50 3,69 

 

 
Table 4. Running the 100 meters 

 

 

 

 
 

Record 10,01 

Standard 14,16 

The result of the competition in Serbia 12,60 

The difference between a record 01,59 
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Table 5 Running at 300 and 200 meters 

  300 m boy                                                                                      200 m girls 

2005  2006  2008  2010   2005  2006  2008  2010  

 48,20 47,50 46,20   32,90 35,40 35,30 

 49,80 47,60 47,46  34,50 35,80 36,68 

 51,60 49,30 48,19   35,00 36,10 37,51 

 52,20 50,50 48,54  35,60 37,10 37,82 

 57,00 51,10 50,34   35,60 38,50 38,95 

 57,30 56,60 51,61   37,60 40,10 39,52 

 59,60 60,37 52,30  38,50 40,80 41,35 

 60,13 60,61 53,20   39,80 42,30 43,57 

 60,26 61,00 53,22   40,60 44,60 44,52 

 60,27 61,76 53,79   55,10 45,10 45,50 

 55,63 58,00 50,69 AS  38,84 39,78 40,09 

 12,07 30,10 9,11 SD  22,20 9,70 10,00 

 

 
Table  7.  200 meters, girls 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8. Long jump 

Long jump - boys                                                                       Long jump - girls 

2005  2006  2008  2010   2005  2006  2008  2010  

4,91 4,61 5,00 5,06 3,85 3,25 3,60 3,45 

4,85 4,71 4,42 4,76  3,45 3,22 3,27 3,35 

4,80 4,43 4,32 4,29  3,41 3,22 3,07 3,11 

4,77 4,38 3,97 4,20  3,39 3,17 2,92 2,94 

4,73 4,18 3,95 4,19  3,25 3,12 2,84 2,79 

4,72 4,05 3,83 3,80 3,16 3,06 2,69 2,47 

4,54 3,90 3,72 3,62  3,10 3,01 2,64 2,44 

3,89 3,45 3,71 2,98 3,02 2,73 2,60 2,36 

3,45 3,23 3,18 2,70  2,96 2,68 2,39 2,34 

- - - -  2,61 - 2,24 2,18 

4,41 4,04 3,88 3,95 AS 3,22 3,05 2,72 2,70 

1,46 1,38 1,82 2,36 SD 1,24 0,57 1,36 1,27 

 
 

Record 22,18 

Standard - 

The result of the competition in Serbia 32,90 

The difference between a record 10,72 



you do not like the common activities and to bec-

ome antisocial. Children who are involved in the

sport feel better, better fit to the group and are less

likely to become obese later in life. Mentally, spo-

rts help stimulate intellectual development, shar-

pen motor skills, develop better emotional and

social development in child support after the onset

of depression and above self-esteem in children.

Inactive children who are active in sports

competitions and activities improves self-esteem
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Table 9. Long jump - boys 

 
Record 8,34 

Standard 4,58 

The result of the competition in Serbia 4,61 

The difference between a record 3,73 

 

 
Table 10. Long jump, girls 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11. 

High jump - boys                                                        High jump - girls 

2005  2006  2008  2010   2005  2006  2008  2010  

140 138 140 140 110 122 115 110 

135 135 135 135  110 120 110 110 

135 130 135 135 110 115 105 105 

130 130 130 125  110 110 100 100 

120 120 125 120 105 110 100 90 

120 115 120 115  - 105 100 90 

110 110 110 105 - 105 95 - 

125 126 115,42 107,85 AS 109 112,42 103,57 100,83 

20 28 30 35 SD 5,00 17 20 20 

 

 
Table 12. High jump - boys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 13. High jump, women 

 

 

Record 7,14 

Standard 4,61 

The result of the competition in Serbia 3,85 

The difference between a record 3,29 

Record 2,33 

Standard 1,49 

The result of the competition in Serbia 1,40 

The difference between a record 0,93 

Record 2,01 

Standard 1,36 

The result of the competition in Serbia 1,22 

The difference between a record 0,79 



and develop better communication. This is

particularly important for deaf children where

communication is limited due to the undeveloped

speech. 

Athletics allows for deaf children that they

interact with children the same age with similar

interests to improve their social skills for later in

life. This experience in the sport will serve as a

positive model to follow when you get close to

other challenges and obstacles throughout life.

There is a strong link between academic achiev-

ement and sports, especially in primary and secon-

dary school (Krucoff, 1998).

The competition is an important tool in the

motivation of children to increase their potential in

many areas of the education. The ultimate goal of

the competition is to challenge and to improve the

sense of their abilities and at the end of himself, the

result is not important and the children feel good

and show what they can do best. Competition,

victory and defeat are aspects of the sport that can

be used to build character and gain a greater degree

of self-knowledge in young children. Teamwork,

perseverance, dedication, commitment, takmic-

arstvo, loyalty, self-discipline, and compassion for

others are all positive qualities that children learn
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Table 14. Shot put 

Shot put - boys                                                               Shot put - girls 

2005  2006  2008  2010   2005  2006  2008  2010  

10,01 10,27 10,36 10,17  8,61 7,04 8,36 7,58 

9,18 9,44 9,80 9,50 7,29 6,49 7,80 7,37 

9,01 9,16 9,47 7,80  7,10 4,46 7,74 6,90 

8,85 8,60 9,18 7,65 6,76 6,27 7,73 6,52 

8,45 8,56 8,43 7,10  6,75 6,06 7,60 6,50 

7,87 7,98 8,10 6,59 6,72 6,01 6,90 6,25 

7,78 6,70 7,34 5,85  5,85 5,57 6,64 6,00 

7,53 5,75 7,00 5,54 5,80 5,02 5,90 5,67 

5,19 4,50 7,00 4,80  5,25 4,87 5,59 5,00 

- - - -  4,18 - 4,20 45,50 

8,10 7,77 8,47 7,90 AS 6,34 5,97 6,66 6,04 

4,82 5,77 3,36 5,37 SD 4,34 2,17 4,16 3,18 

 
 

Table number 15. Shot put, boys 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table number 16 Shot put, girls 

 

 

 

 

Record 23,23 

Standard 10,00 

The result of the competition in Serbia 10,36 

The difference between a record 12,87 

Record 20,54 

Standard 9,11 

The result of the competition in Serbia 8,61 

The difference between a record 11,93 



through competition. Seventy-five percent of

children will drop from organized sports until his

fourteenth year because they do not look for com-

petition. Three out of four children does not intend

to preserve their achievements, they would rather

lose and have fun than to seek victory at any cost,

as opposed to their parents (Spaide, 1997). They

enjoy the success of their children much more than

their own. The intensity and frequency of temper

tantrums, which is manifested in many parents

whose children participate in sports competition is

increasing. For this reason, in addition to

psychological problems that occur in these

children often are the injuries and more young

athletes, especially under such pressure that

suffered massive damage in the growth of muscle

and bone.

Girls are also very susceptible to injury because

of increased body fat, reduced muscle strength and

changes in the line of the body (Johnson, 1998).

Children are not ready to younger age use their

muscles for a living physical activity. Finally, the

sport must be used to cause the child’s respect,

trust, health and social life. When a child

practicing athletics, and the environment encoura-

ges it, there are more self-esteem, he will learn

faster, and I enjoy more and better under the

pressure of competition. Table No.1 and 2 running

sports standards for children aged 9-14 years.

Table No.1 provide standards for girls, and in

Table No.2 provide standards for boys.

But if we take into account that the work we are

talking about gluvoj children, we believe that the

above standards can further reduce. One of the

most important consequence of hearing loss is the

inability to learn the language and speech by deaf

children, which should be in accordance with

standadima learning speech and language of the

majority population. The vast majority of deaf

children never achieve a speech and language ski-

lls for academic and professional achievement. All

investigations were carried out so far confirm this

stance. As the dominant reason for low success in

acquiring language and speech noted the

impossibility of speech perception and language

through the senses of hearing, or the lack of info-

rmation the brain receives through the senses.

All advocates of the oral and character, and

combined methods in deaf education, they agree in

one issue: communication and academic learning

requires much more effort than deaf children. For

this reason, in the classroom where deaf children

are studying there from 4 to 10 students are used to

hearing all the remains that exist in students and

used hearing aids that can enhance the intensity of

sound waves that come to students.

In addition to the low threshold of pupil-teacher

relationship in the education of deaf children need

a relationship is primarily one on one (need an

assistant teacher) to develop in parallel and comm-

unication (oral and sign communication). If there

are these four factors: good went between students

and teachers, assistant teachers, individual speech

development and parent involvement, we can talk

about success in the development of comm-

unication and academic skills of deaf children.

Unfortunately, there is not enough resources, or

enough power for the realization of these tasks. A

large number of parents trying to teach sign

language to communicate with children svojoim

neglecting oral communication.

In addition to the development of comm-

unication for deaf students at the different develop-

ment and mobility, in research conducted by

Leberman (Lieberman, 1965), found that better

academic results achieved by deaf children of deaf

parents, they have better language development

and social relations of deaf children whose parents

are deaf. The relations between musculoskeletal

78.6% of deaf children of deaf parents and 73.3%

of parents of deaf students who hear reached or

exceeded the average performance level for their

age. This shows us that speech and language

development of deaf children which does not

affect the development of motor and technical

capacity. We also suggest that there are no

differences between deaf children of deaf parents

and parents to hear.

Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1886-

1934) concluded that the processes of thought

meaning and social situations can be divided into

different categories, but they are interdependent.

Vygotsky concluded that higher mental functio-

ning of an individual is directly linked to his social

interactions through the use of or mediated by

tools and signs (ovede the tools it means

language). Vygotsky believes that there is a “law of

cultural development” for each function in the

development of the child and that it flows so that

the child is first adjusted to the social interaction

and only then on the psychological and instru-

mental areas.

Recently, some researchers advocate for deaf

education for bilingual approach to education of
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deaf children. They believe that sign language

should be for these children is the same as the

native language for the children who hear, and that

another language is a language environment

(Serbian ,...) in which children live. They believe

that the purpose of bilingvalnog approach to

education of deaf children to provide them with

access to the natural language of the Deaf (gesture)

that can be further developed through the study of

language based on oral communication. From the

Vygotskian perspective, this approach allows for

students to have interaction in Communicate, and

to gain the necessary experience and based on that

develop higher cognitive abilities.

Sport is one of the powerful connective force in

the world of the deaf. Love of the sport are nur-

tured in boarding schools for deaf children and

create rivalry among the other schools. Sport

quickly became a powerful means of acculturation

for the deaf child, sharing experiences, a source of

pride for the Deaf. That’s going to get through the

competitions that take place at the level of the

whole of Serbia, deaf children learn about each

other, share experiences, to create healthy habits

and develop their social skills.

“Sports for the Deaf is a social institution in

which deaf people exercise their right to self-

determination through the organization, compe-

tition and socialization of other deaf who particip-

ate in sports activities” (Stewart, 1991, the De

Pauw and Gavron, 1995).

Separate but integral part of life of deaf and

hard of hearing children are “school sports games”

that are held in Serbia. Their goal is to foster sports

for deaf and hard of hearing school population and

the tendency to develop certain sporskim discip-

lines, and to develop responsibility, friendship and

the desire to live healthy. Talents that are detected

in these sports games are becoming the future

athletes and national team of Serbia in interna-

tional competitions for deaf and hard of hearing

persons.

First International Deaf Games held in Paris,

1924. year. This is a sports game, panda Olympic

Games, founded by Frenchman Eugene Alcais

Rubens (1884-1963) and had the name “Interna-

tional Silen Games. For these nine nations parti-

cipated with 148 athletes and competed in six

sports and athletics. There were 31 events, and

sports were: athletics, cycling, diving, football,

shooting, swimming and tennis. Teams partic-

ipated: Belgium, France, Great Britain, Hungary,

Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland and Roma-

nia, our country did not participate in these games.

It is interesting to note that women performed only

in the discipline of swimming the 100-meter

backstroke. In these games we are emerging as

participants for the first time in 1949 with 35

competitors, winning the first medal until 1957 in

Brussels, when it won first place in football. The

winning first place in Helsinki (1961), Washington

(1965) and Belgrade (1969), when winning first

place in handball for both men and women. It is

important to say that until 1973 have primacy in

football and later fail to win any medal in the sport.

For the first time the competition deaf and hard

of hearing children of school age (elementary and

middle school) after World War II, organized in

Subotica, back in 1948th years (from 15 to 27 June

1948) entitled “The deaf sport jamboree of

Yugoslavia.” Initiators and creators of this land

were the professor. Desimir Ristoviæ, then director

of schools for deaf children in Subotica and Nikola

Muškinja, former physical education teacher at the

school for deaf children in Subotica. For the first

lands were present and actively participated in

about 600 students in all schools for deaf children

of former Yugoslavia. It should be noted that

according to the Association of the Deaf and Hard

of Hearing Serbia, then part and about 600 deaf

youth and omladinki from all over former

Yugoslavia, which were performed on land under

the name “Slet deaf youth, and which took place

only three times after the land in Subotica.

According to data of the Deaf and Hard of Hea-

ring Alliance of Serbia, was organized about two

dozen school competitions deaf and hard of

hearing school youth, who were first on the level

of the whole of former Yugoslavia, and all were

performed until 1975. The (Subotica, 1948, Ljub-

ljana, 1960, Kotor, 1962, Zagreb, 1963, Subotica,

1965, Belgrade, 1967, Nis, Zrenjanin 1970 and

1973), when the Central Board of the Association

of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Yugoslavia, “reco-

mmended” that the at the level of the republics

formed “Committee for the sport.” Thus, the

“Commission for the sport,” Deaf and Hard of

Hearing Alliance of Serbia, which was established

1977th took over the organization “of School spo-

rts games, and in cooperation with schools for deaf

and hard of hearing children organized the game at

Karatas, 1977; Pozarevac, 1978, Soko Banja,

1979, Belgrade, 1980, Nis, 1984, Arandjelovac,

1997 and Tari, 1998. year. Today, two types of
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organized games and sports to the pioneering age

(primary school) and young people (high school)

and the organizers of school for deaf children of

the Republic of Serbia (Subotica, Belgrade, Zem-

un, Kragujevac, Jagodina, Uzice, Nis and with the

participation of deaf children from special depar-

tments in primary school “Jovan Popovic” in Novi

Sad).

Competitions are organized within the school

grounds (with minimal use of sports grounds and

halls of local government) with judges from the

local government and children to compete in the

following disciplines:

Athletic discipline: running 60 m (pioneers)

and 100m (omladinke), 100 meters. (Pioneers and

youth), 200 m (pioneers) and 300 m (omladinke)

and 400 m (pioneers and youth), high jump, long

jump, shot put;

Group sports: football, basketball and volle-

yball. 

Table 3 shows the outcomes achieved by boys

and girls track and field sprint events, and in

running the 100 meters in boys and girls at 60

meters. If the results are compared with the

standards given in tables 1 and 2 we see that in

boys aged 10 years, the standard is 14.16 and our

students have achieved a result of 13.91, which

tells us about the readiness of our children are

educated in special schools for deaf children. Table

colored in green below Table 3 shows the

arithmetic mean of the results achieved and the

standard deviation of the results achieved. If we

achieved the best results then we get a result that is

much better than the normative standards that are

given by the British Columbia Junior Develop-

ment Awards Criteria (BC Athletics). Record on

the 100m for juniors held Darrel Brown with a

score of 10.01 seconds. Record was made in

France 2003rd year. Table No. 4 compare the

results achieved as well: the world record for

juniors (men) standard that is given to children

under 14 years and achieved the best time in the

competition for deaf children in Serbia.

From the attached Table No.4 shows that the

best result from competition of deaf children of

Serbia better than the standard of 1.56 seconds, a

result that is worse than the junior world record of

1.59 seconds. From these results, obtained the best

result for the deaf children are educated in special

schools in Serbia, is a very good result worthy of

admiration.

Table No.5 presents the results of the compe-

tition in speed for boys and girls. The boys ran 300

meters and 200 meters girls. Junior record for

400m is 43.87 and scored by Steve Lewis, in 1988

in South Korea. As can be seen from the table the

boys were running 300 meters and the best time

was achieved 2010th with time of 46.20 seconds

which is a big lag in relation to the world record

for juniors. But if we take into account that

competed under the age of 14 years, we believe

that the good result obtained. Standards for this age

group is 57.48 seconds and can say that it fits in the

result of deaf children in Serbia.

For women, junior record in the 200 meters

held Allyson Felix with a score of 22.18 seconds

achieved 2004th in Greece. In this category, it

appears much bigger difference in the results

because it is the best time to reach the deaf

pioneers 32.90 seconds. You already see the

difference in height and weight among girls age 14

and juniors, who have 18 years.

In the long jump event, junior Casey Crush

Crush Williams holds the record with a score of

8.34 achieved 1972nd in West Germany. With us,

the competition for deaf pioneers achieved the best

result of 4.61 meters, which is much smaller than

the world junior record but it fits the standards we

specify in Table 1 and 2.

Table 9. shows the results in the men’s compe-

tition, and Table 10. presents the results for

women.

In girls the best result for the juniors is 7.14

meters and Heike Drechsler has made 1989th in

Finland. Deaf girl at the age of 14 years, the best

result achieved in 2005. and is 3.85 meters, and is

far below the world junior record and the standards

for the pioneering age.

In the high jump deaf children far behind after

the junior world record, which is 2.33 meters,

which can be seen from the table number 12 The

truth is that children under 14 years much less than

the juniors, but they should note the scale and style

of skipping. At professional competitions, so the

same in the junior world competition using newer

techniques of skipping. Deaf children still skip the

so-called slats. “Scissors” and not the backstroke

technique or “Frozeri” technique, which gives mu-

ch better results and that jump professionals, and

junior competitions.

Junior Javier Sotomayor holds the record with

a score of 2.33 meters, which he scored 1984 on

competition in Cuba. Standard for the age to 14 is
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1.49 meters, which is in accordance with their

height and age. Deaf children have had the best

result of 1.40 meters, which is very close to the

standards prescribed for their age.

Junior record in the women’s competition holds

Olga Turchak with 2.01 meters and was achieved

in 1986 in Moscow. Standard for the pioneering

age is 1.36 and the deaf girls are in competition

achieve the best result of 1.22 which is only 14

inches of changing the standards for their age.

Men’s junior record in the shot put Krzysztof

Brzozowski holds the shot of 23.22 meters which

was achieved in Singapore 2010th Year. Standard

for the pioneering age is 10.00 meters, and the best

result for the Deaf boys is 10.36 meters, which

shows that deaf boys exceeded the standards for

their age.

In a world juniors record keeping with Astrid

Kumbernuss hicemj of 20.54 meters which was

achieved in 1989 in Finland. Standard for the

pioneering age is 9.11 meters and the best shot at

Deaf devojèiva is 8.61 meters and less than the

standard 0.5 meters.

CONCLUSION

As shown in the work of sport is one of the

powerful connective force in the world for deaf

and in their socialization as the final goal of their

education. Love of the sport are nurtured in

boarding schools for deaf children and create

rivalry among the other schools. Many deaf

recognize that the sport has helped them to get

involved in community èujuæih, because there are

many sports where verbal communication is the

dominant mode of communication. Also there are

many deaf gave a statement that the most pleasant

feeling in the school during physical education

classes as well as to have the best memories

uprvao competition. Sport quickly became a

powerful means of acculturation for the deaf child,

sharing experiences, the source of the Deaf to inc-

rease their pride. That’s going to get through the

competitions that take place at the level of the

whole of Serbia, deaf children learn about each

other, share experiences, to create healthy habits

and develop their social skills.

Children who are involved in the sport feel

better, better fit to the group and are less likely to

become obese later in life. Mentally, sports help

stimulate intellectual development, sharpen motor

skills, razvijajnju better emotional and social

development of gluvog child, helping him to dep-

ression and appears povaæava samopouzadnje of

deaf children. Teamwork, perseverance, dedica-

tion, commitment, takmiæarstvo, loyalty, self-

discipline, and compassion for others are all pos-

itive qualities that children learn through comp-

etition.

Also very important and educational objectives

of sport and physical education in the context of

pedagogical work surdopedagoga. Through these

educational effects are realized, which can be

grouped into:

• Building a positive attitude towards physical

efforts, and work in general,

• Building a socially acceptable form of

behavior,

• Building characteristics of consistency, perse-

verance, courage, determination, perseverance and

“fair play” relationships.
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Radomir Arsi}, Nevenka Zrnzevi}  i Jelena Kruq - Dra{kovi}
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Apstrakt
Redovnata fizi~ka aktivnost i  fizi~kata kondicija se osobeno

zna~ajni za odr`uvawe na zdravjeto i blagodedot na lugeto od site
vozrasti. Istra`uvawata jasno poka`vaat deka re~isi site poedinci,
vklu~uvaj}i gi i onie so odreden  ivaliditet, imaat podobro zdravje,
dokolku se zanimavaat so redovna fizi~ka aktivnost. Vo pove}eto
studii vo koi e procenuvano nivoto na fizi~kite aktivnosti na
mladite so invaliditet, utvrdeno e deka licata so o{teten sluh
imale najvisoko nivo na fizi~ki aktivnosti. Toa pred s#, proizleguvalo
od faktot  {to tie bile od u~ili{ta za gluvi deca i mladinci koi
bile opfateni so programa za vonnastavni fizi~ki aktivnosti. Za
ostvaruvawe na fizi~koto zdravje kako edna od  celite na nacionalnite
aktivnosti, potrebno e da se podobri nivoto na fizi~kite aktiv-
nosti na gluvite lica koi se nadvor od u~ili{noto fizi~ko vospi-
tuvawe i programite  na natprevaruva~kiot sport. Promovira-weto na
razli~nite na~ini na `ivot, fizi~kiteaktivnosti i mo`nosti,
vklu~uvaj}i go i konceptot na „aktivniot `ivot“, pretstavuva na~in
na `iveewe koj gi integrira fizi~kite aktivnosti vo sekojdnevnata
rutina za postignuvawe na prioritetnite zdravstveni celi. 

Klu~ni zborovi: fizi~ka aktivnost, zdravje, invaliditet,
fizi~ko vosptuvawe, sport, atletika, roditeli, 
motorni sposobnosti, kognitivni sposobnosti 
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